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 Eness: Waking Dreams for a Global Audience

30 word summary/roll-over quote:

“The phenomenon of co-dreaming is described as more than one person experiencing
the same dream. Embracing the infinite possibilities of light, colour and sound, Eness 
creates waking co-dreams for a global audience.”

Since its inception in 1997, Melbourne based digital studio Eness has pioneered 
captivating, tech-enabled installations that encourage viewers to interact with, and 
become part of, their surroundings. Blurring the lines between fantasy and reality, 
the studio re-appropriates existing structures as its canvases. Projection mapping 
and motion tracking technologies are combined with tactile material surfaces and 
surreal rendered objects, from giant gramophones to seesaws, to eyeballs made of 
snow. The results are simultaneously mesmerising and playful, encouraging a 
reimagining of everyday environments.

First shown in Bombay in 2009, interactive projection Light Ripples invites viewers to 
manipulate coloured pools of light by spinning balls across a surface of water. The 
vibrant colours of the piece are reminiscent of the powdered pigments used in the 
Hindu festival Holi, scattering virtual dust in each ball’s wake.

The LightScraper – an aluminium and mesh structure that harnesses infrared 
tracking, projected visuals and synthesized audio – functions as both sculpture and 
musical instrument. The movement of passers-by provides the data input for the 
myriad of sounds that it produces, resulting in never-to-be-repeated performances 
at each location that it tours.

The studio’s works have travelled far and wide, from its birthplace in Melbourne to 
the hustle and bustle of Mumbai, to the snowy slopes of Mt. Naeba, Japan. Counting 
Walt Disney, Red Bull, Virgin Active and ESPN as clients, the studio’s works have 
received high commercial acclaim as well as artistic appreciation.

The phenomenon of co-dreaming is described as more than one person experiencing
the same dream. Embracing the infinite possibilities of light, colour and sound, Eness
creates waking co-dreams for a global audience.
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